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FABBRICA

8, 11 HAJI LANE, SINGAPORE 189204



WINE BY THE GLASS

14 gls
 

Packed with velvety red fruit and berries , hint of spice & pepper . On

the palate its smooth with soft tannins and elegant acidity .

FERRO 13 - NEGROAMARO PUGLIA "HIPSTER" 2018 15 gls
 

16 gls
 

On the nose rocky , mineral sensations similar to the volcanic ash with

nuances of blackberries , redcurrants and spices . The mouth feel is

graceful and sophisticated , and wonderfully lengthy .

GIROLAMO RUSSO - A'RINA ETNA ROSSO DOC 2017 21 gls
 

 

On the nose mature golden apples and acacia flowers . On the palate

extremely smooth and well-balanced with long and fruity finish .

RUGGERI - PROSECCO VALDOBBIADENE BRUT DOCG 14 gls

17 gls

intense bouquet is of acacia blossom & ripe tropical fruit . The palate is

elegant and full-bodied , moderately acidic , with subtle yeasty notes .

LA TUNELLA - PINOT GRIGIO DOP 2018 15 gls

On the nose ripe cherry , raspberry and spicy aromas . Medium tannins &  

velvety mouthfeel and a warm finish with a touch of spice .

CESARI - MARA RIPASSO VALPOLICELLA SUPERIORE 2017 

On the nose ripe cherry , raspberry and spicy aromas . Medium tannins &  

velvety mouthfeel and a warm finish with a touch of spice .

CESARI - MARA RIPASSO VALPOLICELLA SUPERIORE 2017 

On the nose rich , ripe fruit and honey . voluptuous on the palate ,

with a persistent mineral finish , reflecting the volcanic soils .

SARTORI DI VERONA - MARANI 2018  

On the nose white peach flesh , tropical fruit , white flowers and notes of

chili . In the mouth fresh flavors of peach and citrus fruits , slightly bitter .

FERRO 13 - SAUVIGNON BLANC "HASHTAG" IGT 2017 17 gls
 

On the nose ripe fruite & dark berries with intriguing meaty aromas .

Well-balanced wine with an aromatic complexity and structure .

CECCHI - CHIANTI RISERVA DOCG 2015

On the nose dark fruits with hints of green pepper , licorice and

graphite with oak vanilla flavors . Full bodied with a ripe fruit and on

pronounced tannins .

TOLAINI LEGIT CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2013 18 gls
 



PIEDMONT

MATTEO CORREGGIA - ROERO ARNEIS DOCG 74

On the nose aromas of ripe melon , stone fruit along with tart green

apple and citrus . On the palate fresh , crisp with good minerality .

PERLINO - SCANAVINO MOSCATO D'ASTI DOCG 60

Fruity aroma with fragrances of acacia , wisteria and orange blossoms .

On the palate sweet and fruity , superbly fine and elegant .

G.D VAJRA LANGHE - RIESLING DOC 2015 114

On the nose fresh and youthful , with zesty lemon-lime perfumes and a

classic mineral note . On the palate it is dry and clean , ripe apple fruit

and a long , citrus finish .

MATTEO CORREGIA - ROERO DOCG 2017 84

On the nose floral aromatics , ripe red fruit . Intense and pleasant on the

palate , it has a fine tannic structure with long finish .

MATTEO CORREGIA - ROERO "LA VAL DEL PRETI" 2017 104

Ripe , fragrant and nose of sweet dark cherry , sour cherry , raspberry and

with a delicate undertone of smoke , tar & oak . Ripe , succulent on the

palate with medium tannins and light spice . 

On the nose rose petals , rose hips , cherry stones , gentle musk and a

whiffle of white pepper . In the palate , it ’s fragrant and uplifting , rich

texture , mid palate and velvety tannins

G.D VAJRA BAROLO ALBE  DOCG 2016 124

The nose is fresh and exuberant with red strawberry , mulberry , infused

roes and fresh thyme . Palate is bursting with blue fruits and fresh

plums , tannins are crunchy and the finish is elegant .

G.D. VAJRA DOLCETTO D'ALBA DOC 2019 89

On nose vibrant and combines vivid red and black fruits with sweet

spices and aromatic herbs like oregano and thyme . On palate is yet

bright with elegant acidity , strawberries , cherries and mineral lifted

finish and a touch of white pepper .

G.D VAJRA BARBERA D`ALBA DOC 2018 94



Intense at the nose , violet and cherry , liquorice and tobacco notes .

Warm and enveloping in the mouth , smooth and rich with a never-

ending persistence .

LEOPARODI - BAROLO DOCG 2012 124

The bouquet is fine and pleasing , with intense aromas of spiced rose

and licorice . The flavor is dry , warm , full bodied and balanced with

pronounced tannins and a persistent aftertaste .

GIACOMO FENOCCHIO - BAROLO BUSSIA DOCG 2016 144

GIACOMO FENOCCHIO - BAROLO DOCG 2016 124
An intense , ethereal bouquet , with the bitter flavor of liquorice , roses

and tar alongside beady , warm and spicy aromas . On the palate warm

& long finish with medium tannins . 

Dense with fruit (blackberries , black cherries and plums), overtones of

slightly withered rose and violet petals and spices . Warm , elegant and

wrapping with long finish

BRUNO ROCCA - BARBARESCO DOCG 2016 134

BRUNO ROCCA - BARBARESCO RABAJA DOCG 2015 214

On the nose scents of flowers (rosehip , violet) and buttery notes

opening to raspberry and cherry . Mouth-filling taste , a sumptuous

elegant wine , with a long finish .

RENATO RATTI - MERCENASCO BAROLO DOCG 2016 124
1.5ltr - 250

Aromas of stewed strawberries , red-apple tart , rose-water and dried

cloves . Medium-bodied and tight with fine tannins , steely acidity and a

medium-chewy finish .

DOMENICO CLERICO - BAROLO DOCG 2015 154

On the nose , smells of ripe fruit , tobacco and strawberries . Enveloping

and velvety flavor , great refinement and balanced tannins .

Fresh scents of red fruits , raspberry , redcurrant and wild roses that

evolve into licorice and spice notes . On the palate warm , elegant ,

persistent soft tannins and long finish . 

ELIO ALTARE - BAROLO DOCG 2016 254

On the nose notes of cherry , roses , dark fruits , licorice and mint . On the

palate , graceful and silky tannins and a perfect aromatic balance . Well

balanced with a long finish of fresh and delicate spices

G.D VAJRA BAROLO BRICCO DELLE VIOLE DOCG 2016 194



Outstanding note with intense aromas of pear and apricot &

wildflowers . The palate is full-bodied , dynamic & well balanced .

SCHIOPETTO - COLLIO FRIULANO DOC 2016 100

FRIULI VENEZIA GIULIA

intense bouquet is of acacia blossom & ripe tropical fruit . The palate is

elegant and full-bodied , moderately acidic , with subtle yeasty notes .

LA TUNELLA - PINOT GRIGIO DOP 2018 74

On the nose fruit aromas with a mineral undertone . On the palate it is

dry , fresh and tangy with the unassuming elegance .

VINNAE - RIBOLLA GIALLA JERMANN IGT 2019 375mls - 52

Fresh and nutty , its bouquets is characterized by aromas of field

blooming flowers with long refreshing acidity

SCHIOPETTO - RIBOLLA GIALLA IGT 2017 80

On the nose fruity and floral aromas , On the palate hints of almond

and a slight tannic sensation , typical of the vine . Very long and dry

finish ,

RADIKON - RIBOLLA GIALLA IGT 2015 500mls - 114

Full-bodied , intense , rich and complex with pleasant tannins , fresh and

mineral aromas in a very long persistence finish .

GRAVNER - RIBOLLA GIALLA ANFORA 2012 190

 

Natural
 

Natural
 

Presents a delicate bouquet of yellow fruit and a well-structured

acidity , enriched with a pleasing touch of mineral .

FALKENSTEIN - RIESLING DOC 2017 114

Presents an intense , golden yellow color with a deep bouquet of

complex aromas such as lychee , orange peel , cloves , nutmeg and rose .

FRANZ HAAS - GEWURZTRAMINER DOC 2019 114

TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE



The aromatic spectrum of this full-bodied wine reminds of fruits of the

forest and cherries , with gloriously fine tannins .

FALKENSTEIN - PINOT NERO DOC 2018 114

Intense & wide bouquet ranging from ripe red fruits to violets , spicy

notes of fresh grass and cocoa , with velvety tannins .

FRANZ HAAS - LAGREIN DOC 2018 114

Fresh and lively thanks to the elegant tannins with notes of

maraschino cherries and raspberries , marzipan , plum jam & spice

FRANZ HAAS - PINOT NERO DOC 2018 124

TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE

Zesty on the nose with hints of forest fruits , strawberry and vanilla .

Savory finish with mild tannins and fine aromatic after taste .

CIU CIU - ROSSO "BACCHUS" DOC 2019 84

MARCHE

 On the nose presents fresh fruit and white flowers perfume with a

fresh & harmonious finish with slight bitterness to end .

CIU CIU - FALERIO "ORIS" DOP 2019 84

Pleasant floral on the nose with exotic fruits . Full-bodied on the palate

with a balanced structure .

CIU CIU - VERDICCHIO "ARBINUS" DOC 2018 84

Elder flower and hawthorn blossom nuances citrus & crisp fruit , tangy

acidity with subtle notes of pear , lemon , bay leaf , toast and yeast . 

IL MOSNEL - FRANCIACORTA BRUT DOCG NV 104

LOMBARDIA



On the nose expect red and black berries with a twist of black pepper .

A lovely mouth feel with lovely structure & medium tannins

MONTALBANO- MONTEPULCIANO D'ABRUZZO DOC 2018 70

Punchy nose with pronounced black cherry , plum fruits , sweet oak and

pepper . Medium finish with well integrated but noticeable tannins

ERA - MONTEPULCIANO D'ABRUZZO DOC 2018 70

ABRUZZO

On the nose aromas of red fruits and liquorice . On the palate its full-

bodied , deep , ripe , round , harmonic and persistent .

ILLUMINATI RIPAROSSO MONTEPULCIANO D'ABRUZZO 64

Elegant fruit with blackberry and plums backed up with sweet wood

balsamic . Long finish with balanced tannins & a slightly bitter end .

ROMANELLI - MONTEFALCO SAGRANTINO DOCG 2012 144

UMBRIA

On the nose citrus fruit , apricot , white pepper and yellow flowers . On

the palate gritty , floral , mineral and notably persistent , 

CALANCHI DI VAIANO - CHARDONNAY 2018 75

Sparkling , semi-sweet red wine that presents fresh & fruity aromas of

berries & rose . The palate is medium bodied with soft tannins .

MEDICI ERMETE - LAMBRUSCO "QUERCIOLI" DOLCE DOC 64

A bouquet that opens on vegetal notes and those of aromatic herbs

and juicy fruits , cherry and raspberry . The palate is medium bodied

with soft tannins .

NOELIA RICCI - SANGIOVESE SUPERIORE DOC 2018 84
1.5ltr - 178
3ltr - 360

EMILIA ROMAGNA



On the nose mature golden apples and acacia flowers . On the palate

extremely smooth and well-balanced with long and fruity finish .

RUGGERI - PROSECCO VALDOBBIADENE BRUT DOCG 65

Imagine crusty bread mingled with hints of pear and wild flowers .

Mellow with a fruity body , balanced and pleasant finish .

BORTOLIN FLLI - PROSECCO VALDOBBIADENE BRUT DOCG 65

VENETO

On the nose there are mineral notes , white flowers , peach . In the

mouth it is fresh , savory , white flowers , fruit with powerful complexity .

ROCCOLO GRASSI - SOAVE LA BROIA 2017 74

On the nose rich , ripe fruit and honey . voluptuous on the palate , with a

persistent mineral finish , reflecting the volcanic soils .

SARTORI DI VERONA - MARANI 2018 85

On the nose white peach flesh , tropical fruit , white flowers and notes

of chili . In the mouth fresh flavors of peach and citrus fruits , slightly

bitter and mineral .

FERRO 13 - SAUVIGNON BLANC "HASHTAG" IGT 2017 85

Ripe fruits , spice and oak on the nose . This full-bodied wine with fleshy

tannins unveils an intense mouthfeel that leads into a long finish .

CESARI - AMARONE DELLA VALPOLICELLA DOCG 2015 114
375mls - 61

On the nose aromas of cherry , spices , cacao and bitter almonds . Full-

bodied wine which is complex , delicate and elegant at the same time .

CESARI - IL BOSCO AMARONE 2013 DOCG 140

On the nose ripe cherry , raspberry and spicy aromas . Medium tannins &  

velvety mouthfeel and a warm finish with a touch of spice .

CESARI - MARA RIPASSO VALPOLICELLA SUPERIORE 2017  

On the nose intense and persistent cherry juice , slightly herbaceous ,

with racy acidity but soft tannins .

SARTORI-REGOLO RIPASSO VALPOLICELLA SUP 2017 87

77
3ltr - 349



Ripe fruits , spice and oak on the nose . This full-bodied wine with fleshy

tannins unveils an intense mouthfeel that leads into a long finish .

CESARI - AMARONE DELLA VALPOLICELLA DOCG 2015 114
375mls - 61

On the nose aromas of cherry , spices , cacao and bitter almonds . Full-

bodied wine which is complex , delicate and elegant at the same time .

CESARI - IL BOSCO AMARONE 2013 DOCG 140

Intense red color with garnet flecks , typical aroma with hints of red

fruit jam , spicy finish and full velvety body .

SARTORI - AMARONE "WHITE LABEL"DOCG 2015 127

On the nose ripe cherry , raspberry and spicy aromas . Medium tannins &  

velvety mouthfeel and a warm finish with a touch of spice .

CESARI - MARA RIPASSO VALPOLICELLA SUPERIORE 2017 77

On the nose intense and persistent cherry juice , slightly herbaceous ,

with racy acidity but soft tannins .

SARTORI-REGOLO RIPASSO VALPOLICELLA SUP 2017 87

On the nose cherries , plums mixed with bitter cocoa and licorice ,

Flavorsome and smooth structure balanced with tannins and freshness .

GRAZIANO PRA - AMARONE DOCG 2013 153

Ripe fruit aromas , with notes of blackcurrant , raspberry , and dried

herbs . Full bodied on the palate with bright acidity & a lingering finish .

SARTORI - AMARONE "CORTE BRA"DOCG 2012 163

On the nose rich aromas of ripe cherry and wild red berry , concluding

on a note of luscious chocolate . Full-bodied and superbly balanced .

VILLA MATTA - AMARONE DOCG 2016 114

VENETO



TUSCANY

On the nose ripe plum , berries , liquorice and spicy notes . On the palate

warm and decisive , with evident tannins and long finish .

NIPOZZANO - CHIANTI RUFINA RISERVA DOCG 2016 94
375mls- 51

On the nose floral , fruity notes and spicy notes with balsamic quality

On the palate , it has a silky , fine tannic texture with long finish

NIPOZZANO - CHIANTI RUFINA RISERVA "VECCHIE
VITI"DOCG 2016

104

Notes of cherry blossom , violet and hibiscus followed by fruit , liquorice

& pepper . The finish is long , juicy with silky mature tannins . 

NIPOZZANO - MONTESODI TOSCANA 2015 120

On the nose ripe fruite & dark berries with intriguing meaty aromas .

Well-balanced wine with an aromatic complexity and structure .

CECCHI - CHIANTI RISERVA DOCG 2015 65

On  the nose blueberries , blackberries and red cherries . On the palate

mature , richly fruity and well balanced with a pleasant finish .

VAL DELLE ROSE - MORELLINO DI SCANSANO DOCG 2016 77

On the nose aromas of white flowers , wild strawberries and citrus peel

comes together , with peaks of minerality that give a long rich finish .

TENUTA DI AMMIRAGLIA - ALIE ROSE IGT 2019 75

On the nose scents of blackberries , spices like pepper , clove & nutmeg .

Warm and rich on the palate with smooth tannins . 

CASTELGIOCONDO - ROSSO DI MONTALCINO DOC 2018 85

On the nose scents of red berries with its slightly toasted , spiced

aromas . Rounded and silky-smooth on the palate , the delicate

balsamic hints are truly refreshing .

CASTELGIOCONDO - "CAMPONE" BRUNELLO DOCG 2015 114

The bouquet offers intense aromas of dark fruit with spice notes and

hints of liquorice . Finish is long & persistence with spicy notes . 

TENUTA FRESCOBALDI DI CASTIGIONI IGT 2017 94



TUSCANY

On the nose dark fruits with hints of green pepper , licorice and

graphite with oak vanilla flavors . Full bodied with a ripe fruit and on

pronounced tannins .

TOLAINI LEGIT CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2013 89

On the nose plums , wild berries , spices , vanilla and liquorice . On the

palate Rich , concentrated and muscular , yet wonderfully balanced

with big tannins .

TOLAINI - MONTEBELLO PICCONERO TOSCANA 2015 195

On the nose dried herbs , fresh blueberries , tobacco and cedar .On the

palate Black currant fruit signals this supple red , focused by refined

tannins and bright acidity .

TOLAINI - AL PASSO TOSCANA 2016 76

On the nose aromas of berries and sour cherry , spice & tobacco .

Complex mouthful and velvety tannins that give a creamy feeling .

CASTELGIOCONDO-BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO 2015 144
375mls - 71

On the nose aromas of berries and sour cherry , spice & tobacco .

Complex mouthful and velvety tannins that give a creamy feeling .

RIPE AL CONVENTO - BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO 2012 234

On the nose red fruit , bitterer cherry , herbs and earthy tones . Long

finish with strong and flavorful tannin .

MOCALI - BRUNELLO VIGNA DELLE RAUNATE DOCG 2015 134

Intense bouquet of herbs and ripe yellow peach . It is smooth on the

palate with a balanced acidity  and minerality with light tannins .

BUCCIA NERA - PA'RO ROSSO TOSCANA IGT 2016 84

On the nose earth aromas , leather , game , dark berry , black cherry jam ,

clove and tobacco . Long & complex finish with assertive tannins .

MOCALI - BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO DOCG 2015 114



On the nose peppery notes , hints of cherries , blueberries , herbs and

balsamic . On the palate fresh , elegant with balanced tannins & acidity .

BISERNO - INSOGLIO DEL CINGHIALE 2018 90

Ripe bouquet of dark fruits , spicy oak wood notes , along with a hint of

coffee , cocoa and fine note of tobacco . Rich yet elegant , full bodied

with velvety tannins and a very long finish .

BISERN0 - BIBBONA BY LODOVICO ANTINORI IGT 2017 300

TUSCANY

On the nose a rush of black cherry , plum , spice , leather and licorice .

Fresh and balanced with bright acidity and silky tannins . 

TENUTA SAN GUIDO - GUIDALBERTO IGT 2018 145

On the nose sweet , ripe currants and flowers with some crushed-stone

and dry-earth undertones . Full-bodied with soft , polished tannins and

a long , creamy-textured finish .

TENUTA SAN GUIDO - SASSICAIA DOC 2017 354

Bursting with flavors of black raspberry and wild plum edged in notes

of cedar and cigar box . Supple tannins with creamy & chocolatey finish

BISERNO - IL PINO IGT 2017 170

On the nose fine , elegant bouquet with fruit aromas , notes of coffee

and complex spice aromas . The taste is long-lasting , the acidity in

perfect balance with tannin and body .

GRATTAMACCO BOLGHERI SUPERIORE DOC 2016 235

On the palate full of enticing blackberry , blueberry and plum flavours ,

beefy tannins . Long and well-proportioned . Tobacco and spice hints

detail the finish

PETROLO GALATRONA IGT 2016 354

On the nose plum , sour cherry , plum , berries and dried fruit , toasted

bread , licorice , pepper and vanilla . The structure is harmonious , round

and fairly soft .

LA SPINETTA - IL NERO DI CASANOVA IGT 2016 84



On the nose white flower , red fresh fruit with hints of balsamic . On the

palate velvety tannins with a fresh mineral taste and spicy after taste .

ARGENTIERA - POGGIO AI GINEPRI DOC 90

On the nose , fruity aromas of cherry and plum , followed by spicy notes ,

chocolate & tobacco . Silky & bold tannins with long and aromatic finish .

ARGENTIERA - BOLGHERI SUPERIORE DOC 2017 214

Nice cherries and mineral nose with light hints of tobacco . Quietly tangy

cherry flavors , smooth and on the soft side , but very cohesive and

smooth , a silky wine , goes down easily .

MONTEVERTINE - PIAN DEL CIAMPOLO 2018 100

On the nose intense aromas of tropical fruits like banana and white

peach . On the palate it is balanced with pleasant freshness .

VILLA MATILDE - "ROCCA DEI LEONI"FALANGHINA 2018 64

On the nose ripe stone fruits , sweet almond with mineral and citrus

notes . On the palate rich , complex yet fresh . 

VILLA MATILDE - ALTAVILLA GRECO DI TUFO 2018 70

CAMPANIA

TUSCANY

Pronounced and complex bouquet with hints of cherry , fruits of the

forest , spicy scents of violet tar and tobacco . Elegant , smooth , velvety

with balanced tannins and acidity .

TERREDORA - "FATICA CONTADINA" TAURASI DOCG 2001 160

Very fragrant on the nose with aromas of plums and black pepper . On

the palate dynamic & great structure with pleasantly tannic finish .

PIETRACUPA - CAMPANIA AGLIANICO QUIRICO IGT 2015 94



The nose presents notes reminiscent of violets , cherries and citrus . 

On the palate it is full of fruit with an acidity that brings freshness .

ARIANNA OCCHIPINTI IL FRAPPATO 2018 120

On the nose ripe plums , black currant and spices . On the palate it is

refined , complex and enveloping wine with a lovely freshness .

ARIANNA OCCHIPINTI NERO D'AVOLA 2017 120

SICILY

On the nose aromas of blackberries and blueberries with light pepper

note . Good structure on the palate with silky tannins and freshness . 

DONNAFUGATA - "SEDARA"NERO DÁVOLA DOC 70

On the nose rocky , mineral sensations similar to the volcanic ash with

nuances of blackberries , redcurrants and spices . The mouth feel is

graceful and sophisticated , and wonderfully lengthy .

GIROLAMO RUSSO - A'RINA ETNA ROSSO DOC 2017 104

On the nose fresh , floral and fruity bouquet of white peach . On the

palate fresh , fruity and persistence . 

DONNAFUGATA - "ANTHILIA"SICILIA DOC 70

Intense forest-berry bouquet with hints of violets and spices like

aniseed and cinnamon . On the palate balanced acidity & silky tannins . 

FERRO 13 - NERO D'AVOLA "NERD"IGT 2017 80

On the nose it has fresh and fragrant aromas of flowers and herbal

notes with a hint of cedar and peach . The palate is vibrant with a

linear structure and an excellent length

MANDRAROSSA BERTOLINO SOPRANO DOC 2017 99

On the nose yellow fruit and notes of white flowers . Full and rich to the palate ,

with a balanced acidity and a harmonious finish

MANDRAROSSA SENTIERO DELLE GERLE ETNA BIANCO DOC 2018 84

On the nose aromas of apricots , candied orange peel and delicate

hints of Mediterranean scrub (maquis). The palate is very fresh and

intense , balancing perfectly the sweetness followed by a long finish .

DONNAFUGATA - BEN RYÉ PASSITO DOC 2017 153
375mls - 77



Aromas of red fruits , spice & undertones of cranberries , wild berries ,

and plums .  On the palate , ripe tannins and rich body yet easy going . 

LIBRANDI - CIRÓ ROSSO CLASSICO DOC 2016 70

On the nose delicate red berry , floral , and spicy aromas . Its crisp ,

flavorful and perfectly balanced on the palate .

LIBRANDI - CIRÓ ROSATO DOC 2018 70

PUGLIA

Packed with velvety red fruit and berries , hint of spice & pepper . On

the palate its smooth with soft tannins and elegant acidity .

FERRO 13 - NEGROAMARO PUGLIA "HIPSTER" 2018 73

Intense aroma with notes of plum and cherry , spicy , with rosemary and

vanilla . On the palate well balanced with a finish of earth & spice .

ERA - PRIMITIVO DEL SALENTO ORGANIC 2018 65

On the nose aromas of dried fruit , cherry , raisin . Slightly off dry and

round on the palate makes it very easy to drink . 

DOPPIO PASSO - PRIMITIVO SALENTO IGT 2019 64

On the nose ripe cherry and plum flavors with notes of spice and

chocolate . Great structure on the palate with soft tannins and acidity .

BORGO DEL MANDORLO - PRIMITIVO DI MANDURIA DOC
2019

74

CALABRIA

On the nose aromas of peaches , honeysuckle and floral notes . On the

palate crisp , dry & mineral character gives a bright finish .

LIBRANDI - CIRÓ BIANCO DOC 2019 70



SARDEGNA

On the nose floral and citrusy . On the palate a warm and concentrated

taste , rich in savory and smooth hints with typical vegetal and mineral

nuance .

PALA VERMENTINO DE SARDEGNA I-FIORI DOC 2018 79

On the nose intense notes of red berries , blackberry and red cherry

together with fine spicy notes . Ruby red , very dark , Elegant with

smooth tannin , full bodied and a long finish .

PALA CANNONAU DI SARDEGNA RISERVA DOC 2016 94


